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Journeys can take many forms and paths with obstacles, dimensions and outcomes. A prime analogy of a 

journey is seen through life and our experiences associated with it. The challenges, the excitement and most of all 

the laughter and the tears of our Life’s journey can be captured by multimedia visuals and music through 

movement, colours and perspectives which are all relevant to my thesis of “life as an emotionally charged 

adventure”.  

 

The high emotion and the innocent expectations surrounding the beginning of life’s adventures are 

portrayed through the red flow of pipes and ambient music that create an atmosphere of a steady build-up of 

understanding. In particular the music sets the starting tempo with introductory beats leading into the addition of 

different colours which represent the changing emotions, and at the beginning, the exciting promise of life. The 

movement of the pipes from left to right and centralised demonstrates our ever revolving perspectives even for a 

child of a young age where emotion dominates our feelings and actions. 

 

The dramatic increase of rhythm and change towards grey is an analogy for the commencement of 

interaction with the wider communal world. For a child there is much to be discovered and this journey in which 

emotions play an important role is being broadened by the scope and speed of different choices. The colours of 

person begin to develop with every new opportunity resulting in sometimes the shift towards darkened or 

lightened perspectives. From little elements the larger happenings in life expand and further the course of the 

adventure in the direction of the unknown. The grey captures the child’s initial confusion from which the colours 

and the definitions of life, emerge. 

 

The passing of time through life’s adventurous journey of highs and lows where gloomy outlooks persist, 

enforce a flow that may be slower. The droning repetition of beats and gray colours conveys the struggles in which 

twists and turns are affecting a person’s optimistic grasp of events. However in the midst of such setbacks there is 

a gradual improvement as light fades into the picture once again allowing the ecstasy of joy as an emotion to be 

shown with the smoother and brighter colours. Eventually, we work it all out. We meet our challenges and make 

sense of them. 

 

The tone and structure of life’s adventure takes a turn for the better thus emphasising the different 

dimensions in journeys and the small triumphs which feed the spirit to go on... The mood and beat shown through 

the fast moving aqua pipes indicates that the journey is in period of high activity and smooth sailing. It is 

emotionally uplifting and refreshing movement in the journey when is an analogy for the beauties and 

improvements of life. 

 

Although the situation takes different turns, we are still bound to the realm of life as a journey and our 

emotions persistently vary as we move forwards with new experiences and feelings that we encounter in the flow. 

Our journey is recharged with such moments of excitement which spur our emotions onwards and open us up to 

new surprises. The music is upbeat referring to the betterment and upcoming situations in life. 

 

In whole journeys is represented through the use of colours to convey emotions at different durations of 

life. The movements in the pipes’ flow symbolises the constantly altering perspectives of journeys and our 

adventure. The music provides the rhythm and tempo of how our emotions in life’s journey can vary according to 

our feelings. Journeys are a vast area where life is a dominant feature in most. 


